The underdoped phase diagram of the iron-based superconductors exemplifies the complexity common to many correlated materials. Indeed, multiple ordered states that break different symmetries but display comparable transition temperatures are present. Here, we argue that such a complexity can be understood within a simple unifying framework. This framework, built to respect the symmetries of the non-symmorphic space group of the FeAs/Se layer, consists of primary magnetically-ordered states and their vestigial phases that intertwine spin and orbital degrees of freedom. All vestigial phases have Ising-like and zero wave-vector order parameters, described in terms of composite spin order and exotic orbital-order patterns such as spin-orbital loop-currents, staggered atomic spin-orbit coupling, and emergent Rashba-and Dresselhaus-type spin-orbit interactions. Moreover, they host unusual phenomena, such as the electro-nematic effect, by which electric fields acts as transverse fields to the nematic order parameter, and the ferro-Néel effect, by which a uniform magnetic field induces Néel order. We discuss the experimental implications of our findings to iron-based superconductors and possible extensions to other correlated compounds with similar space groups. netically ordered phases are described in terms of two magnetic vector order parameters:
I. INTRODUCTION
The complexity of the phase diagrams of correlated systems often challenges the notion of a unifying, simple framework to describe these fascinating systems. One example is that of the underdoped holedoped cuprates: besides the mysterious pseudogap phenomenon, they display a plethora of ordered phases -incommensurate magnetism, charge order, nematicity, time-reversal symmetry-breaking order, and inversion symmetry-breaking order (for a recent review, see Ref. 1 ). As pointed out in Ref. 2 , it is difficult to explain this richness solely in terms of independent, competing electronic orders. This led to proposals of a more fundamental type of ordered state, such as a pair-density wave [3] [4] [5] [6] , which simultaneously breaks several of the symmetries above-mentioned. In this scenario, the various broken-symmetry phases can be interpreted as vestigial orders that break only a subset of the symmetries of this "mother" state. To contrast with the standard case of competing orders and fine-tuned multicritical points, they have been dubbed intertwined orders [2, 7] .
The phase diagram of underdoped iron-based superconductors seems relatively simpler compared to their copper-based counterparts [8] [9] [10] [11] . Initial observations led to the concept of a typical phase diagram displaying two ordered normal states (besides superconductivity), namely, stripe magnetism and nematicity [12] (a notable exception is FeSe [13, 14] , which we will discuss more later). One possible scenario is that these two ordered states have different microscopic origins [16] [17] [18] . However, early on, it was argued that the nematic state can be understood as a vestigial phase of the stripe magnetic * mchrist@umn.edu † Present Address: National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32304, USA state, as it breaks a subset of the symmetries broken by the latter -specifically, tetragonal symmetry [15, [19] [20] [21] . In this scenario, stripe magnetism would be the "mother" phase of underdoped iron pnictides [22] . Nematic order is manifested in the electronic spectrum as orbital order involving the 3d xz , 3d yz , and 3d xy Fe orbitals that form the low-energy electronic states. The vestigial nematic state in the iron pnictides is therefore a prime example of an intertwined spin-orbital coupled phase [23, 24] , characterized by a composite spin order parameter and a simple (i.e. non-composite) orbital order parameter. Analogously to the historical evolution of the "typical" phase diagram of the cuprates, more detailed experiments in the iron-based materials have recently unveiled a much more intricate underdoped phase diagram. In particular, besides stripe magnetism and nematicity, other types of magnetic order were observed to proliferate as optimal doping is approached [25] . These are magnetic configurations that do not break tetragonal symmetry [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , and have thus been dubbed C 4 magnetic phases. This phenomenon is observed quite broadly in hole-doped pnictides, and also in certain materials under pressure [34] [35] [36] [37] . These observations called for revisiting the notion that stripe magnetism may be the "mother" phase of underdoped iron superconductors. A compelling scenario, put forward by several groups [20, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] , is that the C 4 phases are double-Q magnetic states, while the stripe phase is a single-Q magnetic state. Here, Q refers to two ordering vectors related by a 90 • rotation; in the square unit cell containing one Fe atom only, Q 1 = (π, 0) and Q 2 = (0, π). In this scenario, all mag- Figure 1 . Schematic representation of the cascade of symmetry breakings leading to the emergence of intertwined orders in the iron-based superconductors. The starting point is the magnetic SO(6) super-vector, presented in Eq. (3) . Space-group symmetries only allow certain combinations of the super-vector components to order, giving rise to the primary magnetically ordered states ηi. These, in turn, support different types of vestigial spin-orbital coupled phases, characterized by Ising-like, zero wave-vector order parameters that transform as the B2g, A2u, and B2u irreducible representations of the tetragonal point group.
mentum Q a . One can then consider the "mother" order parameter as a hypothetical six-dimensional super-vector M = (M 1 , M 2 )
T . The symmetries of the square lattice only allow certain combinations of the six components of M to condense, namely, one single-Q state (the stripe magnetic order) and two double-Q states (called spinvortex crystal [33] and charge-spin density-wave [29] ).
The single-Q phase breaks tetragonal symmetry and is therefore associated with a vestigial nematic phase. An important question is what types of vestigial orders can be associated with the double-Q magnetic phases. This question was partially addressed in Ref. 46 , which proposed unusual vestigial phases that break translational and/or mirror symmetries, while preserving time-reversal symmetry. There is an important issue left unaddressed, however: what are the orbital-order patterns, if any, related to these vestigial phases? As discussed above, one of the hallmarks of nematicity is precisely its accompanying Fe-orbital order.
In this paper, we use group theory to determine the orbital ordering configurations of these vestigial phases, revealing a rich landscape of intertwined spin-orbital coupled phases. More than just an interesting extension of previous results, our work provides a powerful new framework to describe and predict possible ordered phases of underdoped iron-based superconductors, as well as their responses to external electromagnetic and strain fields.
The key point is that the description of the magnetic degrees of freedom in terms of the order parameters M 1 and M 2 is inevitably incompatible with a description of the orbital degrees of freedom, due to the crystal symmetry of the FeAs (or FeSe) layer. More specifically, while the magnetic properties alone can be reasonably described in terms of a simplified unit cell containing only one Fe atom, the five 3d Fe-orbitals cannot.
The resolution to this conundrum is to note that the presence of a sizable spin-orbit coupling, as observed experimentally in most iron-based superconductors [47] , ties the crystal symmetry properties of the spin degrees of freedom to those of the orbitals. Group-theoretical analysis of the space group of single-layered FeAs/Se superconductors (P 4/nmm) then implies that the six components of M should not be grouped in terms of two threedimensional vectors with different wave-vectors, Eq. (1), but to three two-dimensional vectors with the same wavevector [40, 41] :
In particular, while M a lives in the artificial one-Fe square lattice unit cell (a = 1, 2), η α lives in the actual crystallographic unit cell of a single layer (α = 1, 2, 3), containing two Fe atoms and two As/Se atoms. Because both wave-vectors Q 1 = (π, 0) and Q 2 = (0, π) of the 1-Fe Brillouin zone map onto the same wave-vector Q M = (π, π) of the 2-Fe Brillouin zone, all η α have the same wave-vector, as seen in Fig. 2 . Formally, they correspond to three two-dimensional irreducible representations of the FeAs single-layer space-group. The important point is that any low-energy fieldtheory for the magnetic degrees of freedom should be formulated in terms of η α , rather than M a , in contrast to what has been done extensively in the previous literature. Applying this formalism to classify the possible magnetically-driven vestigial orders, we find three distinct Q = 0 orbitally-ordered states, characterized by Ising-like order parameters that are composite combinations of η α but simple (i.e. non-composite) combinations of orbital operators. They are:
1. The well-studied Q = 0 nematic phase, whose Ising order parameter transforms as the B 2g irreducible representation of the tetragonal group. This is the vestigial phase of the stripe magnetic state. The corresponding orbital order configuration is a mixture of onsite and bond d xz /d yz ferro-orbital order, as well as d xy bond order. Structurally, this order couples to an acoustic phonon mode, and is thus accompanied by an orthorhombic lattice distortion. Its conjugate field is shear strain along the Fe-Fe bonds.
2.
A Q = 0 ordered phase whose Ising order parameter transforms as the B 2u irreducible representation of the tetragonal group. This is the vestigial phase of the charge-spin density-wave state. The corresponding orbital order configuration is a combination of intra-unit-cell staggered charge order on the d xy orbitals and a intra-unit-cell "staggered spin-orbit coupling" ordering involving the d xz /d yz orbitals. This ordered state does not couple to any new atomic displacements, but it does remove the spin-degeneracy of the bands, giving rise to spontaneously generated Dresselhaus-type and Rashbatype spin-orbit terms. For simplicity, we refer to this phase as the charge-ordered state. Its conjugate field is a combination of an electric field perpendicular to the FeAs-layer and shear strain along the Fe-As bonds.
3.
A Q = 0 ordered phase whose Ising order parameter transforms as the A 2u irreducible representation of the tetragonal group. This is the vestigial phase of the spin-vortex crystal state. The corresponding orbital order configuration is a mixture of staggered spin-current patterns involving the d xy orbitals and a mirror-symmetry breaking ordering involving the d xz /d yz orbitals. This type of order couples to an optical phonon mode, whose softening however does not lead to any new atomic displacements. Similarly to the B 2u Ising order, it also removes the spin-degeneracy of the bands, triggering the appearance of Dresselhaus-type and Rashbatype spin-orbit terms. For simplicity, we refer to this phase as the spin-current state. Its conjugate field is an electric field perpendicular to the FeAslayer.
A summary of the framework derived here, including the primary magnetic states and their vestigial phases is shown in Fig. 1 . Because these three vestigial phases are not independent, but connected by transformations in the two-dimensional internal spaces of the η α order parameters, they can act as "transverse fields" to each other [48] . This opens the possibility of using, for instance, an electric field to induce the spin-current vestigial order, which can then be employed to tune the nematic phase transition. This rather unusual effect, which we dub electro-nematic effect, is intimately connected to the intertwined character of phases that break completely different symmetries. The same formalism can be used to investigate how the vestigial phases respond to external fields, such as a magnetic field H. In the nematic phase, the field simply induces a finite magnetization, as expected for a standard paramagnet. However, in the charge-ordered and spin-current states, the field H also induces a finite Néel magnetization N, despite the absence of any long-range magnetic order. In the charge-ordered state, N H, resulting in a ferrimagnetic spin configuration, whereas in the spin-current state we find that an in-plane magnetic field induces a canted spin configuration for H
x or H ŷ, and a ferrimagnetic configuration if H is applied along the diagonal direction of the 1-Fe unit cell. This effect, which we dub ferro-Néel effect, shows the nontrivial character of these vestigial paramagnetic phases, and can be used to identify these exotic spin-orbit coupled vestigial states. This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we discuss how vestigial phases arise in the iron-based systems. We argue that the fundamental degrees of freedom are given by Eq. (2), and write down the field theory invariant under the space-group symmetries of the FeAs/Se layer. We demonstrate that vestigial phases can arise in the paramagnetic state, and are characterized by composite spin order. In Sec. III, we derive the electronic orders arising as consequences of the vestigial phases, and demonstrate how this leads to intertwined spin-orbital coupled orders. The electronic orders induced in this manner include the well-known ferro-orbital order arising in the nematic case, but also a more exotic spin-current order. We show how a number of these induced electronic orders lead to the lifting of the spin-degeneracy of the bands. The vestigial phases exhibit unique features when subjected to external electromagnetic fields. These are discussed in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we discuss how our approach changes depending on the stacking of the FeAs/Se layers, contrasting 1111, 111, 11 compounds and 122 compounds. Finally, conclusions are presented in Sec. VI. Additionally, we include two appendices containing technical details of the Hamiltonian used (Appendix A) and the derivation of the fermionic bilinears (Appendix B).
II. COMPOSITE SPIN ORDER IN THE VESTIGIAL PHASES

A. Magnetically ordered states
Recent experiments unveiled an unexpected complexity of the phase diagram of underdoped iron-based superconductors, which rivals that of underdoped cuprates. Our goal is to formulate a unifying framework in which the observed magnetic and non-magnetic orders arise from the same basic interactions, thus providing an organizing principle to describe and predict the behavior of underdoped iron-based superconductors without resorting to fine-tuned multi-critical points. The main idea is that all these phases can be described as condensations of simple or composite combinations of the components of the six-dimensional super-vector:
Here, M a,µ are the components of the staggered magnetizatons M 1 and M 2 given in Eq. (1) . In this framework, the primary degrees of freedom are the magnetic ones. This does not mean that orbital degrees of freedom are irrelevant -much to the contrary, they are essential to correctly describe the vestigial phases, as shown in Ref. 23 . Empirically, it is well established that most iron superconductors display sharp magnetic fluctuations around the wave-vectors Q 1 = (π, 0) and Q 2 = (0, π) [49] . Microscopically, one expects on general grounds that repulsive electronic interactions are responsible for the enhancement of these fluctuations [45] . In this paper, we will not discuss the microscopic origin of this magnetism. Instead, we simply note that both weakcoupling [20, 38, [43] [44] [45] 50] and strong-coupling [51] [52] [53] [54] approaches give magnetic fluctuations peaked at these ordering vectors [55] .
In the absence of a lattice, the elements of M would transform as an irreducible representation (irrep) of the SO(6) group. There is a huge degeneracy of magnetic ground states that give the same amplitude of the supervector M. The vast majority of these states are not realized in the iron-based superconductors. This reflects the important fact that this enlarged SO(6) symmetry is merely a theoretical construct, as the existence of the lattice immediately constrains the possible combinations of the elements of M to those that obey the crystal lattice symmetries.
In the simple approximation where the As/Se atoms are neglected, and the crystal is described as a single-Fe square lattice, the six components of M do not transform according to an irreducible representation of the SO(6) group, but instead according to an irrep of the C 4v ⊗ SO(3) group, as discussed in Ref. 7 . Here, C 4v is the extended point group corresponding to the point group C 4v supplemented by three translations alongx, y, andx +ŷ. The translations are necessary because the order parameters M a,µ break the translational symmetry of the lattice. Note that, for our purposes, we neglected the inversion symmetry and considered C 4v instead of D 4h . As discussed in Ref. 7 , the six elements of M transform as the product of irreps E 5 ⊗ Γ S=1 , where E 5 is a two-dimensional irreducible representation of C 4v and Γ S=1 is the standard 3-dimensional irreducible representation of SO(3). This warrants writing M = (M 1 , M 2 ) T and identifying the appropriate order parameters as the three-dimensional vectors M 1 and M 2 , instead of M. The resulting free energy, which can be constructed by imposing that its elements transform trivially under the group symmetry operations, becomes:
Clearly, while the first two terms only depend on the amplitude of the super-vector M, the last two terms explicitly break SO(6) symmetry. This free-energy expansion, and the field theory resulting from it, have been widely studied in several papers in the context of the pnictides [20, 23, 38, 39, 42, 44, 56] . We just quote here the result that there are only three possible ground states, which are determined by the quartic coefficients g and w: the single-Q stripe magnetic state, where M 1 = 0 and M 2 = 0 (or vice-versa); the non-collinear double-Q spinvortex crystal state, where M 1 = M 2 and M 1 ⊥ M 2 ; and the collinear double-Q charge-spin density-wave, where M 1 = M 2 and M 1 M 2 . All these states have been observed in the iron-based superconductors [29, 33, [57] [58] [59] .
Although the magnetic properties of these systems are decently described within the approximation of a single-Fe square lattice, the symmetries of the actual FeAs/Se layer are different than those of the simple square lattice. Most notably, there is a glide plane symmetry originating from the puckering of the As/Se atoms above and below the Fe plane. The immediate consequence of including the As/Se atoms is that the unit cell doubles and rotates by 45 • (see Fig. 2 ). Note that this unit cell is invariant under a four-fold rotation only if it is accompanied by a mirror reflection. There are also important consequences for the electronic structure, as the different Fe 3d orbitals do not necessarily transform the same way under the glide plane symmetry operation [60, 61] . Crucially, a sizable atomic spin-orbit coupling λS · L is observed in these materials (λ ∼ 20 meV [47] ). As a result, the spin-space SO(3) symmetry is broken, and the six magnetic components no longer transform according to an irrep of the C 4v ⊗ SO(3) group. Instead, the relevant group is the space-group of a single FeAs/Se layer, which is the non-symmorphic P 4/nmm group (group number 129) [18, 40] .
In this case, the six elements of M cannot be organized in the two three-dimensional vectors M 1 and M 2 . Due to the doubling and 45 • rotation of the Fe-square unit cell, the two wave-vectors Q 1 = (π, 0) and Q 2 = (0, π) are folded onto the same wave-vector Q M = (π, π) (see Fig. 2 ). As a result, the six elements of M must transform according to different irreps of the space group P 4/nmm at the M ≡ (π, π) point of the crystallographic Brillouin zone. It was shown in Ref. 40 that all irreps of P 4/nmm at M are two-dimensional. As a result, the six elements of M should be organized in terms of three different two-dimensional irreps, denoted by E M 1 , E M 2 , and E M 3 (using the terminology of Ref. 40 ). The corresponding two-dimensional order parameters are, respectively, the η 1 , η 2 , and η 3 vectors given by Eq. (2). Their physical meaning can be understood in a straightforward way: in the presence of spin-orbit coupling, M 1,x , M 1,y , and M 1,z become independent. Each of these order parameters have a partner related by a simultaneous 90 • rotation aroundẑ in both real and spin spaces, corresponding to M 2,y , M 2,x , and M 2,z .
The field theory for the magnetic degrees of freedom should thus be expressed in terms of the two-component vectors η α , rather than the three-component vectors M a . Imposing that the free-energy expansion transforms trivially under the operations of the space group P 4/nmm, we find:
Here, α, β = 1, 2, 3 and τ j are Pauli matrices that live in the two-dimensional "internal" space of η α . Symmetry constrains a number of the coefficients, e.g. u 13 + g 13 = −w 13 and u 23 + g 23 = −w 23 . Note that the quadratic term was previously obtained in Refs. 41 and 62. Moreover, the w αβ -coefficients play no role at the magnetic transition [63, 64] . We emphasize that several of the magnetic properties derived from Eq. (4) still hold in this alternative formulation. But as we show below, the field theory that respects the actual crystallographic symmetries of the FeAs/Se layers provides unique insights into the rich interplay between spin and orbital degrees of freedom.
The six different ground states of Eq. (5) are obtained by direct minimization (see also Ref. 41) , and are shown in Fig. 3 . For each of the three irreps, represented by η α , there are two possible magnetic ground states, corresponding to single-Q configurations (i.e. condensation of one of the components of η α ) or double-Q configurations (i.e. simultaneous condensation of both components of η α ). Specifically, the ground states associated with η 1 are the single-Q stripe magnetic phase with moments pointing parallel to the wave-vectors Q 1 = (π, 0) and Q 2 = (0, π), and the double-Q hedgehog spin-vortex crystal phase [33] . Similarly, the ground states associated with η 2 are the single-Q stripe magnetic phase with moments pointing in-plane, but perpendicular to the wavevectors Q 1 = (π, 0) and Q 2 = (0, π), and the double-Q loop spin-vortex crystal phase. Finally, the ground states associated with η 3 are the single-Q stripe magnetic phase with moments pointing out-of-plane, and the double-Q charge-spin density-wave [29] . Note that these six states are a subset of the states obtained from the minimization of Eq. (4). The restrictions arise from the symmetry properties that the spin components must obey due to the finite spin-orbit coupling.
B. Vestigial orders
The vestigial orders in terms of the M a order parameters were previously discussed elsewhere by one of us [46] . Here, we use group-theory to systematically derive all vestigial orders in terms of the η α order parameters. This corresponds to much more than a simple change of basis, as only the η α vectors transform according to the actual crystallographic space group. This will give rise to important qualitative differences between the two cases. For instance, while certain vestigial phases described by the free energy in Eq. (4) break translational symmetry and are associated with continuous order parameters, all vestigial phases described by Eq. (5) preserve translational symmetry and are associated with discrete order parameters.
A vestigial order parameter is a composite order parameter that can order even in the absence of the primary order, and that breaks a subset of the symmetries broken by the primary order parameter (for a review, see Ref. 7) . Vestigial order can only appear if the primary order parameter transforms as a multi-dimensional irrep, i.e. if the group is non-Abelian. In our case, we thus search for bilinear combinations ϕ j α of the primary order parameters η α that do not transform trivially under the operations of the space group P 4/nmm:
Here, µ, ν = 1, 2 denote the two components of the vector η α and Λ j µν is a 2 × 2 matrix. Since the three η α belong to different irreps, and long-range magnetic order develops only within a single irrep channel, we consider only the composite order parameters associated with each irrep separately. This is in agreement with previous RG calculations of Eq. (4) in the presence of spin-orbit coupling [63, 64] .
The 2 × 2 matrices Λ j µν can be generally expressed in terms of Pauli matrices τ . Their explicit expressions are obtained by the decomposition of the products of irreps E M i [40] :
The fact that both inversion-even (g) and inversion-odd (u) one-dimensional irreps appear is because the two components of the two-dimensional irreps transform oppositely under the glide-plane symmetry. Note that, because 2Q M = (2π, 2π), the irreps on the right-hand side are those of the P 4/nmm space group at the Γ ≡ (0, 0) point of the crystallographic Brillouin zone, which is equivalent to the familiar point group D 4h . Among those, it is not possible to form non-zero bilinears involving η α that transform as B 1u and A 1u . Consequently, for each α, there are only two possible composite order parameters that transform non-trivially under D 4h (i.e. that do not transform as A 1g ), namely:
In terms of the original order parameters M a , we have:
All these composite order parameters have zero wavevector, and thus correspond to intra-unit cell order. In particular, ϕ z 1 , ϕ z 2 , and ϕ z 3 transform as the B 2g irrep of D 4h ; ϕ x 1 and ϕ x 2 transform as A 2u ; and ϕ x 3 transform as B 2u . Because order parameters that break the same symmetry must necessarily couple bilinearly in the free energy expansion, they must either be all zero or all non-zero at the same time. Therefore, we identify three distinct vestigial phases, represented by the order parameters:
All of them are Ising-like, zero wave-vector order parameters; the subscript just indicates how they transform under the D 4h group. In the next section, we will see that they correspond to nematic order, spincurrent order, and checkerboard charge order, respectively. Interestingly, the existence of three inter-related spin-driven Ising-nematic order parameters, ϕ z 1 , ϕ z 2 , and ϕ z 2 have been recently reported in an NMR study of a detwinned 122 iron pnictide [65] .
Having established the vestigial order parameters, we now discuss the actual vestigial phases. Formally, a vestigial phase is that in which the symmetry-breaking composite order parameter is non-zero, but the primary order parameter vanishes:
Clearly, if η α = 0, it follows necessarily that at least one of the composite orders is non-zero, η α τ (x,z) η α = 0. The non-trivial aspect of the condition above arises from the fact that the composite order can be finite even if the primary order is not. Note also that η α τ y η α is identically zero, as τ y is antisymmetric, and that the nonsymmetry breaking composite combination η α τ 0 η α is always non-zero, as it transforms as the trivial A 1g irrep of D 4h . Physically, the latter corresponds simply to magnetic amplitude fluctuations. To determine whether and when condition (11) is satisfied, phenomenological considerations are not enough, and one must resort to microscopic calculations, which will depend on the model. Importantly, in our case, both the vestigial and primary magnetic order parameters are Ising-like. Generally, it is possible that the two Ising transitions are split and second-or first-order (in which case there is a regime of vestigial phase) or simultaneous and first-order (in which case there is no vestigial phase). Both regimes have been theoretically seen, depending on model parameters [20, 21] . The outcome of our analysis is shown in Fig. 1 . It is remarkable that all these different broken-symmetry states arise from the same primary degrees of freedom, which ultimately go back to the six-dimensional supervector M in Eq. (3). We emphasize that each of the three classes of magnetic order, represented by the irrep E M i and shown in Fig. 3 , support two possible types of vestigial order parameters: η α τ z η α , associated with the single-Q phase, and η α τ x η α , associated with the double-Q phase. While all three classes support a B 2g nematic vestigial phase, only the E M 1,M 2 classes support an A 2u spin-current vestigial states, whereas only E M 3 supports a B 2u charge-order vestigial phase.
III. ORBITAL-ORDER PATTERNS IN THE VESTIGIAL PHASES
Our analysis so far has focused exclusively on the spin degrees of freedom. However, orbital degrees of freedom are essential to describe the properties of the vestigial phases, particularly since it is the very existence of a spin-orbit coupling that changes the form of the magnetic free-energy from Eq. (4) to Eq. (5).
To proceed, we must first define what we mean by orbital degrees of freedom, since the five 3d Fe orbitals are generally hybridized throughout the Brillouin zone, and are thus not generically good quantum numbers. However, if we focus on the low-energy states near the Fermi level, we can restrict our analysis to the orbitals that give the dominant spectral weight, namely, the d xz , d yz , and d xy orbitals. Moreover, because the Fermi pockets are typically small, we can focus on the states close to the high-symmetry points of the crystallographic Brillouin zone, i.e. the Γ = (0, 0) and M = (π, π) points. Fortunately, at these high-symmetry points, we can define pure orbital states. Thus, we can label the Bloch states near the Fermi level by their orbital content, following the procedure outlined in Ref. 40 . Near the Γ point, the Fermi surface consists of two small hole pockets, and the relevant orbitals are the d xz and d yz , which transform as the E g representation of the D 4h group. Thus, we define the electronic doublet:
in terms of the xz and yz orbital operators. Here, s denotes the spin quantum number. We use K/X to denote a momentum in the crystallographic Brillouin zone/unit cell, while k/x corresponds to the 1-Fe Brillouin zone/unit cell (see Fig. 2 ). Near the M point, there are two small electron pockets whose orbital contents are d xz /d yz and d xy . Because all irreps of P 4/nmm at M are doubly degenerate, we define two electronic doublets:
While the two elements of Ψ M+,σ transform as the "upper" elements of the E M 1 and E M 3 irreducible representations, the two elements of Ψ M−,σ transform as the "lower" elements of E M 1 and E M 3 [40] . The generic noninteracting Hamiltonian in terms of these three doublet operators was discussed in Ref. 40 , and is shown again in Appendix A. Because its form is enforced only by the symmetries of the P 4/nmm group, it can be used to fit any experimentally determined band dispersion. Note that while the Bloch states Ψ Γ , Ψ M± are defined in the crystallographic Brillouin zone, the orbital operators d xz , d yz , d xy are defined in the 1-Fe Brillouin zone.
To obtain the orbital order patterns of each of the vestigial phases, all we need now is to find the fermionic bilinears Ψ † aΛ Ψ b , whereΛ is a vertex in the space of electronic operators, that transform according to the B 2g , A 2u , and B 2u irreps of the D 4h group. Since the vestigial orders have zero wave-vector, we look for combinations Ψ † ΓΛ Ψ Γ and Ψ † M±Λ Ψ M± . Using the product tables for the P 4/nmm group and including the role of the spin operators, we obtain the orbital order parameters detailed below. For the full derivation, see Appendix B.
A. B2g nematic order
We start with the case of the Φ B2g vestigial order, which is the vestigial phase associated with the E M1 , E M2 , and E M3 single-Q stripe magnetic phase, as discussed in Sec. II. There are three different types of orbital order parameters that appear concomitantly with the condensation of Φ B2g (see Ref . 66):
Note that we have omitted the momentum summations for convenience. The first two terms can be expressed as combinations of onsite ferro-orbital order and bondorbital order involving the d xz and d yz orbitals, whereas the third term corresponds to bond orbital order involving the d xy orbital. The breaking of tetragonal symmetry warrants identifying this vestigial phase as a nematic phase. We emphasize that this orbital pattern is rather different than a uniform occupation of the d xz and d yz orbitals, as it has previously been pointed out theoretically in [67] [68] [69] and observed experimentally in Refs. 70 and 71.
The real-space orbital order patterns are illustrated in Figs. 4(a) and (b). While the former represents an onsite d xz /d yz ferro-orbital order, the latter represents a hopping anisotropy between nearest-neighbors d xy orbitals (i.e. bond order). In Figs. 4(c) and (d), we show the impact of these orbital order parameters on the band dispersions and on the Fermi surface. The main effects are the well-known splitting of the energy doublets at the M point and the Pomeranchuk-like distortion of the Fermi pockets, which are no longer C 4 symmetric. In these figures, we also included the finite atomic spin-orbit coupling, which lifts the degeneracy of the energy doublet at Γ and hybridizes the two electron pockets already in the non-nematic phase [47, 66] .
B. A2u spin-current order
Let us now consider the vestigial phase with Φ A2u order parameter, which is associated with the E M1 , E M2 double-Q spin-vortex crystal phase discussed in Sec. II. There are two momentum-independent fermionic bilinears that transform as A 2u ; both involve only states at Effects of B2g vestigial nematic order. In (a) we illustrate the ferro-orbital order involving the dxz and dyz Fe 3d-orbitals (∆ the M point:
∆ (2) 
A 2u = 0. This renders the As/Se atoms above and below the Fe-plane inequivalent as well. In (b), we illustrate the formation of staggered spin-currents involving the dxy orbitals (∆
A 2u = 0). The band structure and Fermi surface in the vestigial phase are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. Note the doubling of the number of bands due to the lifting of spin degeneracy. The parameters used here are given in Appendix A.
The first term corresponds to an intra-unit cell staggered deformation of the bonds connecting next-nearestneighbor Fe atoms, and as such renders the positions of the As/Se atoms above and below the Fe plane inequivalent [72] . The second term corresponds to an intra-unit cell staggered spin-current, polarized along the z axis, in-volving only the d xy orbitals -hence the identification of this phase as spin-current order. Both types of order are illustrated, in real space, in Figs. 5(a) and (b), respectively. Additional spin-dependent terms are discussed in Appendix B.
Although, at first sight, it may seem that the states near Γ are not affected by Φ A2u , this only happens if we restrict the analysis to momentum-independent fermionic bilinears. Allowing for terms that are linear in momentum, we find several orbital-order combinations that are reminiscent of the Rashba-and Dresselhaus-type terms typically found in systems that break inversion symmetry. For instance, two of these terms are:
Recall that k x and k y refer to momenta in the 1-Fe Brillouin zone and σ x and σ y refer to spins along the Fe-Fe bonds. All four allowed linear-in-momentum terms are shown explicitly in Appendix B.
In Figs. 5(c) and (d), we show the electronic band dispersion reconstructed by all these orbital-order patterns. Besides the splitting of the energy doublets at M , which is similar to the case of the nematic vestigial order, the most salient feature is the doubling of the number of bands, despite the absence of translational or rotational symmetry breaking. This doubling is a consequence of the fact that the bands are no longer spin-degenerate due to the combination of a finite spin-orbit coupling and an order parameter that breaks inversion symmetry (i.e. it transforms as A 2u ). Indeed, such a band splitting is commonly found in systems where the explicit breaking of inversion symmetry (e.g. by an applied electric field) induces a Rashba coupling. What is unique to the A 2u vestigial phase is that the Rashba-type coupling is the result of an spontaneous symmetry-breaking. Being a composite spin order parameter, its magnitude is set by the strength of magnetic fluctuations, which could in principle be sizable near a magnetic critical point. It is important to emphasize that the Fermi surface remains symmetric under a 90 • rotation and under an in-plane inversion. This is a consequence of the fact that the vestigial order parameter transforms as A 2u .
C. B2u charge order
Finally, we analyze the orbital order patterns associated with the vestigial order with Φ B2u order parameter, which is related to the E M3 double-Q chargespin density-wave phase. There are two momentum- independent fermionic bilinears transforming as B 2u :
∆ (2)
The first term corresponds to an occupation imbalance of the d xy orbital on neighboring sites, as illustrated in Fig. 6(a) . Note that this is an intra-unit cell order. The second term corresponds to an intra-unit cell staggered L z S z -type spin-orbit coupling, illustrated in Fig. 6(b) . Appendix B shows additional spin-dependent terms are discussed.
As with the case of A 2u vestigial order, electronic states near the Γ point are affected by terms linear in momentum. As explained above, these terms resemble the Rashba-and Dresselhaus-type spin-orbit couplings commonly found in systems that break inversion symmetry. In our case however, the multi-orbital structure allows for multiple inequivalent terms: 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
The symmetry classification above reveals the existence of three different types of vestigial phases associated with the magnetic ground states of the iron pnictides, which trigger unique orbital order patterns. All these vestigial order parameters are Ising-like (i.e. scalar) that have zero in-plane wave-vector. As such, they transform as different irreducible representations of the P 4/nmm group at the Γ point, which coincide with the irreps of the D 4h space group. In particular, we found a vestigial nematic B 2g phase, a vestigial spin-current A 2u phase, and a vestigial charge-ordered B 2u phase. In this section, we discuss different experimental manifestations of these vestigial orders based on their coupling to nonelectronic degrees of freedom, such as the lattice, as well as to external electromagnetic fields.
A. Coupling to the lattice
In the long wavelength limit, the elastic degrees of freedom are described in terms of derivatives of the displacement vector U. For a tetragonal lattice, there are six independent strain modes. Two of them transform as A 1g and do not change the symmetry of the lattice (e.g. volume collapse); two of them involve out-of-plane shear distortions and transform as E g ; and another two involve only in-plane lattice distortions and transform as B 1g and B 2g . These last two correspond to the strain
respectively. Note that U(X) is defined in the crystallographic unit cell.
A simple symmetry analysis reveals that the only vestigial order parameter that couples linearly to a symmetrybreaking strain mode is the nematic one, Φ B2g , which couples to the shear mode ε B2g . Such a linear coupling drives a softening of the sound velocity of the acoustic phonon mode that propagates along the [100] direction. This coupling has been widely discussed in the literature and explored to experimentally probe both long-range nematic order and nematic fluctuations [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] . Because Φ B2u and Φ A2u do not couple linearly to any of the strain modes, the lattice remains tetragonal in the spin-current and charge-ordered vestigial phases.
Besides the elastic lattice modes, associated with acoustic phonons, the system also has optical phonon modes. Among those, there is an A 2u zone-center optical phonon, with an energy of about Ω A2u ≈ 40 meV, corresponding to an in-phase displacement Z of the Fe and As/Se atoms along the out-of-plane axis [82] . Symmetry dictates that there must be a linear coupling between this Z displacement and the vestigial order parameter Φ A2u . Therefore, the condensation of Φ A2u leads to a softening of the A 2u optical phonon. Although the crystal structure remains tetragonal after Ω A2u → 0, this linear coupling opens the interesting possibility of probing fluctuations associated with the spin-current vestigial phase by inelastic neutron scattering measurements of the phonon spectrum. Furthermore, since this phonon mode is infrared active, it is in principle possible to manipulate the spin-current order parameter via pump-probe spectroscopy.
We finish this section by noting that the vestigial order parameter Φ B2u does not couple linearly to either acoustic or optical phonon modes. This implies that the onset of charge-ordered vestigial phase is not accompanied by any changes in the atomic positions of the crystal structure.
B. Conjugate fields and transverse fields
The analysis above reveals that the shear strain ε B2g acts as a conjugate field to the vestigial nematic order parameter Φ B2g . Thus, controlled application of uniaxial strain, for instance via piezoelectric devices, offers a unique route to probe nematicity. This has been routinely employed to study nematicity in the iron pnictides and other systems that display nematic order.
An interesting question is whether there are experimentally accessible conjugate fields to the other vestigial order parameters obtained here, Φ A2u and Φ B2u . Interestingly, an electric field applied along the z axis, E z , also transforms as A 2u , and thus behaves as a conjugate field to the spin-current order parameter Φ A2u . Such a field can be experimentally applied in a controlled way via electrostatic gating of thin films. It can also appear in a less controlled way due to the existence of a substrate, as is the case in FeSe grown on SrTiO 3 [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] , or due to a particular feature of the crystalline structure, as is the case of the 1144 pnictides [33, 89] . The linear coupling between E z and Φ A2u opens up the unexplored possibility of experimentally probing spin-current order and spin-current fluctuations in a systematic way.
It is also interesting to note that the order parameters Φ A2u and Φ B2g are not completely unrelated, as they live in the same two-dimensional subspace spanned by the two-component magnetic order parameter η 1 (or η 2 ). This is a direct consequence of the common vestigial nature of both orders, and manifested clearly in Eq. (9): while Φ B2g is associated with the τ z Pauli matrix living in the "Bloch sphere" set by the the two components of η 1 , Φ A2u is described in terms of the τ x Pauli matrix. In view of the standard commutation relations between Pauli matrices, it is expected that one of the order parameters acts effectively as a "transverse field" to the other one. Of course, this by itself does not imply that non-trivial Berry phases appear in the free energy (for an analysis related to the simpler case of orbital nematicity, see Ref. 48 ). Yet, it does suggest that the conjugate field to Φ A2u will have an effect on Φ B2g (and vice-versa), as they live in the same subspace. Thus, an electric field E z may be used to tune the nematic transition, instead of shear strain. The advantage is that the former does not explicitly break the symmetry that is spontaneously broken by Φ B2g . This effect, which we dub electro-nematic, is unique to the vestigial nature of the nematic order, and would not be present if nematicity was simply a manifestation of ferro-orbital order, see Ref. 48 .
As for the vestigial order parameter Φ B2u , we did not identify a simple experimentally accessible quantity that could act as its conjugate field. It is possible, however, to combine two different quantities whose product transforms as B 2u . This is achieved for instance by combining a biaxial strain ε B1g and a perpendicular electric field E z . Since B 1g ⊗ A 2u = B 2u , there is a trilinear coupling between Φ B2u , ε B1g , and E z . Of course, the disadvantage of this trilinear coupling is that E z also induces Φ A2u .
C. Intertwinment with Néel antiferromagnetic order
The magnetically ordered states discussed in our work, described in terms of the order parameters η α , are associated with the ordering vectors (π, 0) and (0, π) of the Feonly Brillouin zone. Another type of magnetic order that has been observed in certain hole-doped iron pnictides is the well-known Néel order, described by an order parameter N, and associated with the ordering vector (π, π) of the Fe-only Brillouin zone [90] . Of course, in the crystallographic Brillouin zone, (π, π) is folded onto (0, 0). But the key point is that, because (π, π) = (π, 0) + (0, π), one expects that N will couple to a bilinear combination of η µ α η ν α , with µ = ν. Those are precisely the vestigial order parameters defined in Eq. (9) .
This simple observation motivates us to investigate the coupling between the Néel order parameter N and the vestigial order parameters Φ. To ensure time-reversal invariance, since N is odd under time-reversal whereas Φ is even, this coupling can only take place in the presence of an external magnetic field H. Note that H is a pseudo-vector whose out-of-plane component transforms as A 2g and whose in-plane components transform as E g [40] . In contrast, for the Néel order on the Fe-sites, N, (N x , −N y ) T forms an E u doublet while N z transforms as B 1u . A symmetry analysis reveals that there is no trilinear coupling involving H, N, and the vestigial nematic order parameter Φ B2g .
The situation is different for the vestigial order parameter Φ B2u . The free energy in such a case allows for a trilinear coupling of the form:
where λ B2u is a coupling constant. The physical implication of this term is clear: in the vestigial charge-orderd phase, where Φ B2u = 0, application of a uniform magnetic field induces Néel order polarized parallel to the field direction. Because H inevitably induces ferromagnetic order, the resulting magnetic configuration is ferrimagnetic, as illustrated in Fig. 7 .
A trilinear coupling is also allowed in the case of the vestigial order parameter Φ A2u , although its form is different than that of Eq. (25):
where λ A2u denotes a coupling constant. Here, the subscripts x, y refer to the 1-Fe unit cell, i.e. they are parallel to the Fe-Fe nearest-neighbor directions. In the spincurrent phase, where Φ A2u = 0, the polarization of the Néel order induced by the external field depends crucially on its direction. An out-of-plane field, for instance, does not induce any Néel order, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . On the other hand, for H x or H ŷ, the Néel order parameter is polarized along the perpendicular in-plane direction, N ŷ or N x, respectively. Due to the additional parallel ferromagnetic component induced by H, the resulting magnetic configuration is that of a canted antiferromagnet (see Fig. 7 ). The relative angle ∆θ between the ferromagnetic and Néel components that are induced by an in-plane magnetic field applied along a direction that makes an angle θ H with the x axis is given by: where the ± sign depends on the sign of the coupling constant λ A2u . Clearly, for θ H = ± π 4 , corresponding to a field applied along the (anti)diagonal, there is no canting and the induced order is ferrimagnetic, similarly to the case with Φ B2u order.
We dub the rather unusual effect described by Eqs. (25)- (26) of Néel order being induced by a uniform magnetic field the ferro-Néel effect. Its existence highlights the non-trivial paramagnetic character of the vestigial phases. It provides yet another possible route to experimentally probe the vestigial spin-current and chargeordered phases. The key manifestation, which can be probed by neutron scattering experiments, would be the emergence of a magnetic Bragg peak at (π, π) (of the 1-Fe Brillouin zone) upon application of a magnetic field.
V. IMPACT OF THREE-DIMENSIONALITY:
CONTRASTING 122 AND 1111, 111, 11 COMPOUNDS The results derived in this work refer to the space group P 4/nmm, for which the crystallographic unit cell only contains a single FeAs/Se layer. Because the materials are layered compounds, the stacking pattern of the layers is crucial to determine the applicability of our results to the different families of iron-based superconductors. In the case where the layers are simply stacked on top of each other, as is the case in the 1111, 111, and 11 compounds (such as LaFeAsO, NaFeAs, and FeSe, re-spectively), the space group is indeed P 4/nmm. Consequently, all results derived here apply directly to these systems. Specifically, the vestigial ordered states have ordering vectors Q = (0, 0, 0) in the crystallographic Brillouin zone. This also implies that the Néel order parameter of Sec. IV C has an ordering vector (π, π, 0) in the 1-Fe Brillouin zone.
The situation changes qualitatively in the case of the 122 compounds (e.g. BaFe 2 As 2 ), where the layers are stacked in a staggered pattern. In this case, the appropriate space group is not the non-symmorphic P 4/nmm group but instead the symmorphic I4/mmm. While a full group-theoretical analysis is beyond the scope of this work, we can still determine the main qualitative changes in our results in this case. This can be accomplished by starting from the artificial 1-Fe Brillouin zone and noting that the main difference between the compounds with P 4/nmm and I4/mmm space groups is on the zcomponent of the momentum vector P fold responsible for folding the larger 1-Fe Brillouin zone onto the crystallographic 2-Fe Brillouin zone [60, 61, 91] . In particular, for the compounds with P 4/nmm space group, the folding vector is P fold = (π, π, 0) whereas for the compounds with I4/nmm space group, it is P fold = (π, π, π). Using these folding vectors, the wave-vector in the crystallographic unit cell can be written as Q =R π/4 ·(q+P fold ), where q is the wave-vector in the 1-Fe Brillouin zone andR π/4 realizes a 45 • rotation around theẑ-axis (see Fig. 2 ).
Because the vestigial nematic order parameter Φ B2g has ordering vector q = (0, 0, 0) in the 1-Fe Brillouin zone, it remains a zero wave-vector order in the 2-Fe Brillouin zone for both types of systems. Thus, in regards to the nematic phase, the results are the same for both P 4/nmm and I4/mmm compounds. On the other hand, the 1-Fe Brillouin zone ordering vector of the two other vestigial order parameters Φ A2u and Φ B2u is q = (π, π, 0). This means that, in the 2-Fe (crystallographic) Brillouin zone, the ordering vector is Q = (0, 0, 0) for the P 4/nmm compounds, but Q = (0, 0, π) for the I4/mmm compounds. Consequently, these vestigial orders break translational symmetry by doubling the periodicity along the z direction. While this property provides another experimentally accessible way of detecting these vestigial orders (e.g. via X-ray scattering), it also implies that E z is not a conjugate field for Φ A2u and that A 2u spin-current order is not accompanied by a soft zone-center phonon. The results for the coupling to the Néel order parameter of Sec. IV C remain the same, since the ordering vector of latter in the 1-Fe Brillouin zone is (π, π, 0).
We finish this section by emphasizing that the premise of our framework is that the dominant magnetic fluctuations are peaked at (π, 0, π) and (0, π, π) in the 1-Fe Brillouin zone, i.e. they are stripe-like magnetic fluctuations. Although this is the situation in the majority of iron-based materials, this is not the case for all of them. The prime example is the 11 compound FeTe, which displays double-stripe magnetic order, with ordering vector π 2 , π 2 , π in the 1-Fe Brillouin zone [92] [93] [94] . While our results are not relevant for that compound, this type of magnetic order does support its own set of vestigial orders, as discussed in [95] . These vestigial orders have been invoked to explain the phase diagram of a related Ti-based oxypnictide [95] . We also emphasize that, in FeSe and related intercalated systems, even though the dominant magnetic fluctuations are stripe-type [96, 97] , it remains widely debated whether the nematic phase is a vestigial order or the consequence of a separate instability [50, 54, [67] [68] [69] 98] .
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a simple, yet powerful framework that provides a unifying description of the complexity of the underdoped phase diagram of the iron pnictides. Such a framework consists both of primary phases that display long-range magnetic order and of their vestigial phases that intertwine spin and orbital degrees of freedom. A plethora of electronic orders that break different symmetries of the FeAs/Se layer while displaying comparable transition temperatures emerge within this framework, from stripe magnetic order and nematicity to C 4 magnetism, charge order, and loop spincurrent order. Formally, all these states arise from the condensation of the symmetry-allowed simple and composite order parameters formed by the six components of the super-vector M in Eq. (3), as schematically shown in Fig. 1 .
Whereas previous works focusing on the idealized Feonly square lattice have identified some of these phases, all electronic orders discussed here respect the symmetries of the crystallographic non-symmorphic space group that describes the FeAs/Se layer. These symmetries qualitatively change the nature of the vestigial phases, and the orbital-order patterns that accompany the composite spin orders. Besides the widely investigated Isingnematic order parameter Φ B2g , which transforms as the B 2g irrep of the tetragonal group, two additional Isinglike, zero wave-vector composite order parameters are found, transforming as the A 2u and B 2u irreps (denoted by Φ A2u and Φ B2u ).
While Φ B2g is associated with a combination of onsiteand bond-orbital orders involving the d xz , d yz , d xy orbitals, Φ A2u is accompanied by spin-current order involving the d xy orbitals and staggered d xz /d yz orbital hybridization. Similarly, Φ B2u is accompanied by checkerboard charge-order related to the d xy orbitals and staggered d xz /d yz spin-orbit coupling. Moreover, the onset of Φ A2u and Φ B2u also triggers different types of Rashbalike and Dresselhaus-like spin-orbit couplings involving the d xz /d yz orbitals. Importantly, these spin-orbit coupling terms are a consequence of a spontaneous symmetry breaking driven by magnetic fluctuations, rather than an explicit broken symmetry due to e.g. a substrate or an applied electric field.
These rather unusual orbital patterns lead to a variety of interesting effects unveiled in our work: the lifting of the spin-degeneracy of the electronic band structure in the vestigial A 2u and B 2u phases; the electro-nematic effect, by which an electric field applied perpendicular to the FeAs/Se layer acts effectively as a transverse field to the nematic order parameter; and the ferro-Néel effect, describing the fact that Néel order is induced by a uniform magnetic field in the vestigial A 2u and B 2u phases, resulting in ferrimagnetic and canted antiferromagnetic spin configurations.
The most promising iron-based compounds where these unusual A 2u and B 2u vestigial phases may be realized are those for which the primary C 4 magnetic phases have been observed. Interestingly, not only doping, but also pressure, have been shown to be capable of tuning the magnetic ground state from stripe to C 4 [34, 36] . Recently, indirect evidence for charge-order, presumably due to a non-zero Φ B2u , has been reported in ARPES experiments in hole-doped compounds [99] . Although the experiment was performed inside the charge-spin densitywave phase, it would be interesting to investigate whether the effect persists into the paramagnetic phase. In the 1144 compound, it has been argued that a non-zero Φ A2u exists due to a small symmetry-breaking field associated with the crystal structure of this material, combined with proximity to a spin-vortex magnetic phase [33] .
More broadly, the formalism discussed here could also be relevant to other correlated systems that have the same space group as the iron pnictides and display magnetic or nematic orders. One interesting case is that of URu 2 Si 2 , which has the same I4/mmm space group as the 122 pnictides. Nematic order has been suggested below the hidden-order temperature by certain experiments, which may be an instability on its own right or a B 2g vestigial phase [100, 101] . Other experiments indicate non-magnetic Fermi surface folding with ordering vector (0, 0, π) in the hidden-order phase, which one may speculate to be related to a A 2u or B 2u vestigial order [73, 102] . Another potentially relevant 5f -electron system is the compound CeAuSb 2 , whose space group P 4/nmm is the same as the 11, 111, and 1111 pnictides. Recent neutron scattering experiments revealed a change in the magnetic ground state from single-Q stripe to double-Q magnetic order as function of an applied magnetic field [103] . Whether vestigial phases also emerge in this phase diagram remains to be established.
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Appendix A: Low-energy electronic model
For completeness, we here provide the details of the non-interacting Hamiltonian used to obtain the band structures shown in Figs. 4-6. They follow the parametrization first proposed in Ref. 40 . Note that the results presented in the main text are independent on the specific form of the Hamiltonian, since all the arguments are based on symmetry. The basis used here and throughout the paper is
where Ψ Γ,s and Ψ M,s are given in Eqs. (12) and (13) . The Hamiltonian is given by:
Recall that K labels momentum in the crystallographic 2-Fe Brillouin zone and Q M = (π, π). H is a 12 × 12 matrix with components
and the SOC components are
The parameters can be determined on a case-by-case basis by fitting to tight-binding results. For concreteness, we adopted the ones provided in Ref. Here we present the fermionic bilinears constructed from the electronic operator (A1) that transform as the A 2u and B 2u irreps, and are thus induced by the onset of Φ A2u and Φ B2u . We use Eqs. (12) and (13) to express the bilinears in terms of the orbital operators with momentum defined in the 1-Fe Brillouin zone. Note that the bilinears that transform as B 2g have been previously discussed in Ref. 66.
Electron pockets
We first focus on bilinears of the form Ψ † M±Λ Ψ M± , which involve states at the electron pockets. The ver-texΛ has spin, orbital and momentum parts,Λ = Λ (s) ⊗Λ (o) ⊗Λ (k) . In the case of spin-and momentumindependent bilinears,Λ (s) andΛ (k) are identity matrices and the orbital vertexΛ (o) must transform according to the A 2u and B 2u irreps. Using the vertices tabulated in Ref. 40 , we find:
In this expression and hereafter, sums over momentum and spin indices are left implicit. In addition to these terms, that are also bilinears that are not spin diagonal.
Consider first the caseΛ (s) = σ z , discussed in the main text. Since σ z transforms as A 2g , all we need is to find the orbital verticesΛ (o) that transform as A 1u and B 1u , since A 2g ⊗ A 1u = A 2u and A 2g ⊗ B 1u = B 2u . We obtain: 
Note that the imaginary prefactor i ensures that timereversal symmetry is preserved. We can also construct momentum-independent bilinears with the spin-vertex Λ (s) = (σ x , σ y ), which transforms as E g , and orbital ver-ticesΛ 
These terms are very similar to the regular SOC terms that are present even in the absence of vestigial order. However, the momentum dependence differs, which results in a staggered SOC, similar to ∆
A2u .
Hole pockets
We now turn to the bilinears involving states at the hole pockets, which have the form Ψ † ΓΛ Ψ Γ . As before, we write the vertex asΛ =Λ (s) ⊗Λ (o) ⊗Λ (k) . The doublet Ψ Γ , corresponding to d xz and d yz orbitals, transforms as the E g irrep of the P 4/nmm group at Γ. Thus, the momentum-independent bilinears constructed from such fermions will transform as one of the gerade irreps:
To construct fermionic bilinears transforming as ungerade irreps it is necessary to consider verticesΛ (s) andΛ (k) that are odd under inversion. Since spin-vertices are even under inversion, the vertices that are odd under inversion must beΛ (k) , which must be odd in momentum. Hence, to preserve time-reversal symmetry, the spin verticesΛ (s) therefore cannot be the identity. We thus construct the allowed vertices by combining (k x , k y ), which transforms as E u , and (σ x , σ y ), which transforms as E g :
Combining Eqs. (B4) and (B5) gives:
The numerical prefactors denote how many copies of the respective irreps can be constructed. The 4 different A 2u terms result from
whereas the 4 different B 2u terms are: (B10) In the expressions above, the orbitals, spins, and momenta, are defined with respect to the coordinate system of the single Fe atom square lattice. Combining these expressions according to Eqs. (B7) and (B8) gives: 
